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Prepared by A.E. Henderson
•

[CANTERBURY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE_ 
AGRICULTURAL BULLETIN

CL SING
Prepared by the Canterbury Agricultural College,- Lincoln

Bulletin CHRISTCHURCH, NOVEMBER, 1945. No. 196.

In former agricultural bulletins:
'"Wool-Its Use in Manufacture,"
No. 167, "Utilisation of New Zealand
Wools," No. 177, and "Fundamentals
of Wool Classing," No. 183-mention
has beri made of the particular
characteristics of the World's Wool
Trade-a trade in which a great
degree of specialisation exists, and
where a great many diverse fabrics
are produced from wools varying
in fineness, length, colour and other
characteristics. The effect of this
specialisation of manufacture is
evident to the grower when it is
realised that in order to sell ad-
vantageously at current values, wool
must be attractively prepared and
must be divided into lines or lots to
suit various branches of the trade.
It must also be divided so that
within any line the wool is of com-
parable value, or in other' words,
lines should be even for fineness,
length, colour and condition. By
doing this, the chance element is
removed from the buyer's estimation
and proper value is comparatively
easily arrived at.
Wool classing deals with the al-

location of the whole fleece-as
distinct from wool sorting where
the staple is the unit and the sorter
automatically groups numbers of
staples into a particular sort or
matching. The classer must not at-
tempt to sort, for this would
achieve no useful purpose. Absolute
evenness of length and fineness i 
any one fleece is practically un-
attainable and although the special-
ised nature of the industry has been
pointed out, in general there is no
particular manufacturing concern so
specialised that it cannot use wool
varying slightly in fineness and
length from what it sets out to buy.
Furthermore, most of the manu-
facturing concerns like to sort their
own wool, or else they ask for it to
- be „sorted to definite specifications.
Beyond the usual skirting, a fleece
should not• be broken up unless by

doing so, the major portion of the
fleece can be allotted to a higher
grade. A very liberal skirting off
of hairy britch wool or sandy back
wool sometimes considerably im-
proves the average grade of the
fleece.

OVERCLASSING:

There is a definite limit to the
number of lines that can be classed
out of any clip on the farm. In New
Zealand, where the average size of
clip is about 20 bales, classing on.
the farm cannot meet the require-
ments of the buyer who is seeking
to fill orders for straight count and
type lines. These, in general, are
only possible in large clips and in
brokers' "binned" lines. Again, if
an attempt is made to class out a
lot of lines with very little differ-
ence between them, then the classer
is setting himself a hard task for
no particular gain. Small alterations
in his standards will occur and
where too many lines are being
classed out, overlapping becomes
serious. When shown for appraisal,
the lines within a clip must appear
obviously different, one from the
other. If this is not the case, then
the suspicion that the classing has
not been all that it could be im-
mediately arises. This suspicion re-
sults in several lines being appraised
at the same value and the seller
gets the false impression that class-
ing does not pay.

STRIKING LINES:

The success of the whole classing
operation depends a lot on the
establishment of lines at the be-
ginning of shearing. One has t 
form an estimate right at the be-
ginning of how much of any par-
ticular type of wool one is likely to
encounter. If a strange clip is be-
ing handled, then any information
about previous clips and about feed
conditions during the current year



is of value. Possibly up to 200 of
fleeces
proper
out.

will be required before a
classing plan can be worked

be
it
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SUGGESTED LINES:

It must be made quite clear at
this stage that the following class-
ing plans are only an outline and
would not necessarily be suitable for
many clips. All clips are different
in style and evenness and while the
outlines set down hereunder follow
the fundamental principles of class-
ing, the classer must keeg in touch
with market conditions and by fol-
lowing new trends can make many
payable modifications.
Many different forms of pomen-:

clature exist for a line or lots of
wool; actually it is immaterial what
a line is called, so long as .there
is not direct misrepresentation. In
general, top lines should be given

- marking suggestive of top grade
wool and for this reason, in this
bulletin, the most valuable line has
been termed AAA, the next valuable
AA and so on.
Merino: Medium sized clip (50-70

bales) ewes or wethers.
1. AAA Merino Combing: 60/70's

• count. Sound: and bright; / good
length and style.

2. AA Merino Combing: 60/70's
count.. Sound; good length; dull and
unattractive.
' 3. A Merino: 60/70's count; short
wool and tender.

4. AA :',Bred Combing: 58/60's
count. Bright, sound wool; As bred or
comeback type.

5. B. Merino: Dingy; only the
very worst wool.

6. Merino Broken: Similar to
fleece wool and may contain very
heavy conditioned fleeces unsuitable
for AA and A grades.

7. Merino 1st Pieces: Dull wool,
but line ,does not contain fatty ends
or stained wool.

8. - Merino Pieces: Short, fatty
pieces.

9. Stained Pieces: Heavily stained
wool.

10. Merino Bellies.
11. Merino Locks.
If the clip is a very good one,

then we may add an AAA Super
Combing, 64/70's count.. This line
would be super grade wool and
would have the effect of confining
the AAA Combing line to 60/64's
count. The B line could probably
be dispensed with in such a clip.
Some •clips 'may not produce enough
good wool to form an AAA Combing
line, in which case the AA Combing
would hold the best wool; in a clip

this sort, there would probably
a lot of very short wool and
would probably pay to divide the
Combing line, making a separate

line of the short wool as distinct
from broken and tender. This line
would be called Merino Clothing.
The lines of fleece for such a clip
would then be:-

AA. Merino Combing: 60/70's
count. Sound; good length; dull and
unattractive.
A. Merino: Tender and broken

wool.
Merino Clothing: Short wool of

reasonably good colour and style.
AA hBred: Sound; good length;

lbred and Comeback type.
B. Merino: Dingy.
It has probably been noticed that

not much attention has been paid
to fineness. This is because length,
style and yield (the weight of clean
wool per 1001bs of greasy wool)
are all of more importance than
fineness in valuing Merino wool.

Considering the lines of oddments,
no mention has been made of a
separate line .of necks. Although
they are not so important with.
Merinos, they usually contain veget-
able matter of some kind and in
most cases, it is better to keep
them as a separate line.
09rriedale or +Bred. Medium

sized clip (50-70 bales) ewes or
wethers. Yield is not so variable
and length of staple is usually ade-
quate in clips of this kind, so that
more attention is paid to fineness.
A major subdivision is still made
for style. -

Suggested lines:
AAA 4Bred or Corriedale: 56/58's

count. Sound; bright and good
length.
AA :',Bred or Corriedale: 50/54's

count. Sound; bright and good
length.
A Bred or Corriedale: 56/58's

count. Short, dull and tender; may
include best very slightly cotted
fleeces.
B ABred or Corriedale: 50/54's

count. Short, dull and tender; may
include best very slightly cotted
fleeces.

•!,-Bred or Corriedale: Dingy or
earthy.
1Bred or Corriedale Cotted.
L-Bred. or Corriedale Necks.
1Bred or Corriedale 1st Pieces:

Bulky and good colour.
Bred or Corriedale Pieces: Short

and stained.
113red or Corriedale Bellies.
1Bred or Corriedale Locks.
Some clips may have sufficient

wool of ibred type 58/60's in count
and in this case it would constitute



a separate line classed out mainly
on a type basis. A flock such as
this would probably contain little
wool of 50/54's quality.

A small, low-grade clip may be
accommodated by making only one
line of top grade wool. Conversely,
in a good clip, only one line of short
and dull wool may be made. In
either case, if only one line is made,
then set it out to accommodate the
two most frequently occurring count
groups. Odd very coarse, or very
fine fleeces which do not match the
line should be kept out and sent to
be binned.
A clip in which a lot of dingy

and cotted wools occur may be
divided up into the following lines:—

A ABred: 56/58's count. Short,
dull, tender, or showing a break.
B I,Bred: 50/54's count. Short,

dull, tender or showing a break.
Fine LBred: 56/58's count. Dingy,

low yielding fleeces.
Strong ABred: 50/54's count.

Dingy, low yielding fleeces.
iBred: Medium cotted.
ABred Cotted: Hard cotted.
It is assumed that there is not

enough good wool for a line and
this wool is better binned then put
into the A or B lines where its
extra value is largely wasted. Note
that the degree of cotting ha 
been considered to be of more im-

• portance than fineness. This is be-
cause all cotted wool has to be
opened up by machines before it
becomes suitable for manufacture
and the hardness of the cott governs
the expense and efficiency of the
operation.

Romney and Medium to Coarse
Crossbred: Medium sized clip (50-70
bales), ewes or wethers.

It is not usual in New Zealand
to offer, wool as being from 
specific breed. The term "Cross-
bred" is usually used in New Zea-
land to designate wool from sheep
of the Romney, Leicester, Lincoln
breeds and the various crosses with-
in these breeds.

Suggested lines for a crossbred
clip: --
AAA XBred: 48/50'S count. Sound;

well-grown; good colour and style.
AA XBred: 46's count. Sound;

well-grown; good colour and style.
A XBred: 40/44's count. Lustre

wools. Sound; well-grown, but
slightly dull and very slightly cotted.
B XBred: 46/50's count. Wool

showing a break or tender. Dull
and may contain very best slightly
cotted fleeces.
. C XBred: 40/44's count. Wool
showing a break or tender. Dull

and may contain very best slightly
cotted fleeces.

XBred: Medium cotted.
XBred Cotted: Hard cotted.
XBred Necks.
XBred 1st Pieces: Bulky and good

colour.
XBred 2nd Pieces: Short and

stained.
XBred Bellies.'
XBred Locks.
Often in a Romney clip there is

not much wool of 44's count and
lower, and unless there is a large
amount of wool, only two lines of
top grade wool are usually ne-
cessary. The counts of these two
lines being: average 48's for the
finer line and 46's for the coarser
line; fairly strict attention being
paid to type.
A relatively small average grade

clip could be classed into perhaps
three main fleece lines, wool not
suitable for any of these lines being
sent for binning. These three lines
would be:—

AA XBred: Average 46's count.
Best and brightest wool.
B XBred: 46/50's count. Inferior

and showing a break.
C XBred: 40/44's count. Inferior

and showing a break.
Bin 1. All good fleeces. 50's count

and finer, with short blocky
appearance and good fleeces
44's count and coarser.

2. Cotted and dingy wool.
For a large, comparatively poor-

grade clip, the following lines are
suggested:—

AA XBred: Average 46's count.
Bright, well-grown wool. .
B XBred: 46/50's count. Wool

showing a break and tender. Dull
and may contain -very best slightly
cotted fleeces.
• XBred: '40/44's count. Wool
showing a break and tender. Dull
and may contain very best slightly
cotted fleeces.
XBred: Medium cotted.
XBred Cotted: Hard cotted.
XBred Dingy: Log stained or

sandy and earthy.
If there is a lot of dingy wool,

then it may pay to make two
lines—a fine and a coarse crossbred
dingy.

Other Sections of the Clip: Ewe and
wether wool comprise the greatest
proportion of any clip and there are
seldom large enough numbers of
Hoggets, Rams or Lambs shorn to
give the classer much scope. More-
over, the variability in grade .is
seldom great, so the necessity for
many lines does not arise.



NUGGET WOOL:

Usually three lines are sufficient,
although often there is only sufficient
wool to make two. When three lines
are possible, in a high-grade clip,
divide the best wool into two lines
according to fineness and length of
staple. The inferior wool can.
probably be left as one line, varia-
tion in fineness being largely neg-
lected.
A comparatively poor-grade clip

Is treated in the opposite manner,
one line of good wool and two lines
.of the - poorer wool being classed
out. Suggested lines for a clip of
800-1000 Romney hoggets:-

AAA XBred Hogget: 50's count.
Sound; good colour and style.
AA XBred Hogget: 46/48's count.

Sound; good colour and style.
A XBred Hogget: 46/50's count.

Tender and showing a break; colour
and style inferior to above lines.

Corriedale and lbred hogget wool
is divided in the same manner, the
counts of the best two lines being:
AAA 56/58's and AA 54/56's. If

only one line of good wool is made,
set it out to take the two most
frequently occurring count groups
and any fleeces which do not fit in
should be binned.

LAMBS WOOL:

Lambs usually yield only ,about
21bs of wool so that in most flocks,
two lines are sufficient and often
only one line is large enough to be
sold alone. In the preparation of
lambs wool, much can be done on
the shearing board by the judicious
use of a straw broom. As the belly
and crutch of the lamb ,are shorn,
this wool should be swept away,
thus leaving the main fleece wool
comparatively free of short off-
colour wool.
A large clip of XBred lambs can

be divided into the following lines:-
AAA XBred lambs: 48/50's count.

Short; fine; good colour.
AA XBred lambs: 44/46's count.

Longer in staple; good colour.
A XBred lambs: 44/50's count.

Belly wool and off-colour fleece
wool.

Copies of this Bulletin may be obtained from the Secretary, Canterbury
Chamber of Commerce, P.O. Box 187, Christchurch.
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